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About Kinder Morgan
Canada
Kinder Morgan Canada (KMC) is a
leader in energy transportation. We
operate the 1,150-km Trans Mountain
pipeline, which transports crude oil
and refined petroleum products from
Edmonton, AB, to Burnaby, BC, and
into Whatcom and Skagit Counties in
Washington state. Our Trans Mountain
Jet Fuel pipeline transports jet fuel
from Burnaby to the Vancouver
International Airport.
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Kinder Morgan Canada’s Emergency
Management Program
Over the past several years,
Kinder Morgan Canada (KMC)
has had a comprehensive
Emergency Management
Program (EMP) based on a
combination of regulatory
compliance, operational needs,
industry best practices and lessons learned through regular
exercises and actual incidents.
Each year, KMC conducts
approximately 20 emergency
response training sessions
which include Incident ComWestridge Marine Terminal exercise mand System (ICS) tabletop and
Burnaby, BC
deployment exercises. As part
of KMC’s ongoing operations, these exercises are used to test and practice
our facility-specific Emergency Response Plans (ERPs). The exercises also
provide us opportunity to collaborate, coordinate and practice our ERPs with
agencies and first responders that would typically be involved in an incident
to ensure the communities where we operate are prepared.
Last June, we conducted a full-scale emergency exercise at our Edmonton
Terminal near Sherwood Park, AB. The exercise simulated a full surface storage tank fire on a 400,000-barrel (bbl) crude oil tank. During the exercise,
firefighting and suppression equipment was deployed, including a water
cannon capable of spraying 8,000 gallons per minute. The exercise provided
an opportunity for response personnel to demonstrate and practice the
implementation of our Edmonton Terminal ERP. In addition to participants,
local stakeholders, elected officials and media were invited to observe the
exercise.
Last October, we conducted our largest emergency response exercise at our
Westridge Marine Terminal in Burnaby, BC. The emergency scenario simulated a release of a heavy crude oil product from a vessel loading arm at the
Westridge dock. Like the Edmonton Terminal exercise a few months earlier,
this exercise also provided an opportunity for KMC response personnel to
practice activation of our Westridge Marine Terminal ERP. The drill included
implementation of a coordinated response with more than 300 participants
(continued on page 3)
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Pipeline Safety during a Forest Fire
Fighting forest fires is a vitally important service that protects lives,
property and the environment.
At KMC, safety is our top priority.
We would like to work with you to
ensure the safety of your crews
and the communities in which we
operate in the event of a wildfire.
When responding to a wildfire,
there are important safety considerations to be aware of:
Notify us when a wildfire
is near our right-of-way
infrastructure.
Our pipelines are typically located a
few feet underground. However, we
do have valves and pump stations
that are located above ground. We
ask that you notify us in the event
that a forest or wildfire is near our
facility or if there is any risk of fire
actively moving towards our rightof-way.

Planning for the future:
Enhancements to
accommodate the
Trans Mountain
Expansion Project
As part of the proposed Trans
Mountain Expansion Project, we are
building upon our existing emergency management program (EMP)
to develop an enhanced industry
leading EMP. These enhancements
will accommodate the complete
system, including the existing and
twinned pipelines as well as additional facilities and infrastructure.
Consultation & Engagement
Consultation on our EMP is ongoing. We conducted workshops in
the North Thompson district (Clearwater, Valemount) in March. Three
workshops are scheduled in the
Sumas district in April (Chilliwack,
Abbotsford, Burnaby). Participants
from the emergency management

There are many actions we can
take to protect your crews and
our pipelines, such as burying
above ground valves, or draining
down the system. Community
maps showing our current pipeline
locations are available online at
kindermorgan.com/pages/business/canada.
Notify us before moving heavy
vehicles or mobile equipment
across the pipeline right-ofway.

vehicles or mobile equipment
crossing or travelling along our
right-of-way so that we can
ensure no excessive loading on
the pipeline.
To notify us of a forest fire,
please call
Kinder Morgan Canada’s
Emergency Notification Line:

1.888.876.6711
Damage prevention is a shared
responsibility. Please share this
information with your crews.

Our pipeline infrastructure and
right-of-way must be treated with
caution when crossed
by wildfire fighting
Our pipelines are located
equipment and
within a road allowance or
personnel outside
right-of-way, a narrow
of established
stretch of land that
roadways. Federal
provides safe access for
regulations require
pipeline monitoring and
that you notify us
maintenance.
prior to any heavy
community, including government,
Aboriginal communities and first
responders, have shared input for
consideration to enhance the EMP.
Geographic Response Plans
Development is continuing on our
district Geographic Response Plans
(GRPs). We recently completed
virtual desktop surveys for the
Kamloops and North Thompson
districts which included the review
of GIS databases and analysis
of oil spill tracing. Control point
development (ground-truthing)
and shoreline characterization
is underway for the Kamloops
district and plans to commence
assessments in the North Thompson
district are set for April. We remain
on track to complete the Kamloops
and North Thompson district GRPs
this year.
Current EMP Initiatives
Program initiatives underway based
on input received include:

• Identification of additional
control points and highconsequence areas (HCA) in
communities
• Purchase of supplemental
emergency response equipment
• Developing pipeline emergency
response guidelines for schools
• Pursuing aid agreements with
municipalities and industry
partners
We will also be participating in
the BC Spill Response Regime
Engagement Workshop in April.
If you would like further information about the development of the
enhanced EMP as a result of the
Trans Mountain Expansion Project,
please contact Jamie Kereliuk,
Director, Emergency Management at
jamie_kereliuk@kindermorgan.com.

kindermorgan.com/pipelinesafety								
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Emergency Management Program enhancements
(continued from page 1)
between 20 emergency management agencies and responders,
including Western Canada Marine
Response Corporation (WCMRC).

individual or organization that may
be called upon to respond to an
incident involving our pipeline or
associated facilities.

As the result of lessons learned
through the exercises conducted in
2015, we are implementing changes
and continually improving to build a
stronger program. Our goal is to develop an industry-leading EMP that
reflects KMC’s innovative practices
for incident prevention, response
and recovery.

A number of supplemental plans
and procedures were developed
over the past year as a direct
result of the testing we conducted
during our exercises. A new crisis
communication plan was created
to ensure the timely dissemination
of accurate information to stakeholders and the public during an
incident. Additional resources have
been produced for our Incident
Commanders, Liaison Office and
Logistics Section personnel to assist with the development of logistical plans, including meals, lodging,
and refueling.

Edmonton Terminal exercise Sherwood Park, AB

Our Incident Command System
(ICS) Guidebook is being updated
to reflect the addition of two new
positions within the ICS structure.
The role of Scribe will have a more
robust role description and reporting structure. The role of Situation
Unit Assistant will also be added
to ensure situation updates can be
delivered to interested parties in a
more timely and accurate matter.
In addition to these updates, KMC
has implemented a more rigorous
situation update procedure including
a new form to assist the Situation
Unit Leader with providing complete
and up-to-date information.
The ICS Guidebook will be ready
for distribution in April 2016 and
will be is freely available to any

During all emergency equipment
deployments, an evaluation of
effectiveness and appropriateness
is conducted. Our deployment exercises conducted last year identified
the need for better signage at our
terminal sites to ensure that our
fire foam cannon can be deployed
quickly during an incident involving
a tank fire. This specific recommendation originated from the
Edmonton Terminal exercise and
KMC is currently in the process
of implementing this signage
throughout our other facilities. As
a result of this evaluation, other

Incident Command Post

minor upgrades were completed
throughout our spill response
equipment fleet including new life
jackets, additional rope, chain and
decontamination equipment.
Every year we strive to improve
not only our ERPs, but the program
as a whole. By offering rigorous
training and simulation exercises,
we are able to identify areas within
our EMP that could benefit from
improvement. Each exercise
teaches us something new as we
consistently try new techniques in
a variety of locations. Our 2016
exercise and training program will
be as rigorous as last year and we
will be offering an increased number of fire deployment exercises.
If you would like further
information about our exercise and
training program or to find out how
you can become involved, please
contact Kelly Malinoski, Manager
Emergency Management at
kelly_malinoski@kindermorgan.com.
To learn more about the EMP enhancements planned and currently
underway for the proposed Trans
Mountain Expansion Project, please
see page 2.

kindermorgan.com/pipelinesafety								
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Upcoming Exercises

Equipped and prepared

May – Kamloops, BC (Full scale)

The most critical and responsible
emergency preparedness strategy is
to prevent a spill from occurring at all.
However, in the case of a spill, KMC
is prepared to respond quickly with
detailed emergency procedures and
trained professionals.

June – Kamloops, BC (Fire
deployment)
If you would like to receive
information on future dates, please
contact Kelly Malinoski, Manager
Emergency Management at
kelly_malinoski@kindermorgan.com.

Emergency response equipment is
available at all of KMC’s terminals and
OSCAR trailer
facilities. For example, we stock drums
with absorbent materials, containment boom and oil skimmers to assist
in immediate cleanup of any local spill. Emergency resources such as
river boats and Oil Spill Containment and Recovery (OSCAR) trailers
are also located at strategic locations along the pipeline to ensure the
quickest response possible.
OSCAR trailers are currently located along the pipeline in the communities of Stony Plain and Jasper in Alberta and Blue River, Kamloops,
Hope, Abbotsford and Burnaby in BC. These trailers contain a variety of
tools and spill response equipment and can be activated at a moment’s
notice. Refer to the following map below for a detailed list of emergency
response equipment in each location.

±

REARGUARD
DECONTAMINATION TRAILER

JASPER
OSCAR
BOOM TRAILER
BOATS
WINTER RESPONSE EQUIPMENT

#
*

#
*

BLUE RIVER
OSCAR
BOOM TRAILER
WILDFIRE TRAILER
BOATS
WINTER RESPONSE EQUIPMENT

#
*

#
*

EDSON
DECONTAMINATION TRAILER
FIRE FOAM TRAILER

Web: kindermorgan.com/pipelinesafety

#
*

GAINFORD
OSCAR
BOOM TRAILER
BOATS
WINTER RESPONSE EQUIPMENT

EDMONTON
FOAM CANNON
FIRE HOSE TRAILER
FIRE FOAM TRAILER
FIRE BLADDER TRAILER

#
*

#
*

BURNABY
OSCAR
FOAM CANNON
FIRE HOSE TRAILER
PORTABLE FIRE PUMP
FIRE FOAM TRAILER
BOATS

A L B E R T A

#
*

#
*
#
*
ANACORTES
OSCAR

#
*
LAUREL
OSCAR

Alberta One Call:
1.800.242.3447

KAMLOOPS
OSCAR
BOOM TRAILER
WILDFIRE TRAILER
FIRE TRUCK
BOATS
WINTER RESPONSE EQUIPMENT

#
*

SUMAS TANK FARM
PORTABLE FIRE PUMP

#
*

KINGSVALE
BOOM TRAILER
DECONTAMINATION TRAILER

#
*

Washington state:
811

EMERGENCY RESPONSE
EQUIPMENT LAYDOWN

#
*

HOPE
RAPID RESPONSE
BOATS
SUMAS
OSCAR
BOOM TRAILER
DECONTAMINATION TRAILER
FIRE FOAM TRAILER

BC One Call:
1.800.474.6886

B R I T I S H
C O L U M B I A

WESTRIDGE MARINE TERMINAL
FIRE BLADDER TRAILER
BOATS

Twitter: @KM_Canada

Call or Click Before
You Dig

#
*
BLACKPOOL
DECONTAMINATION TRAILER

Visit us online

KINDER MORGAN
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clickbeforeyoudig.com
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Share the Responder

Kinder Morgan Canada’s
Emergency Notification Line:

Forward this issue to other
responders in your department and
in your community. Encourage them
to subscribe to the Responder by
e-mailing their name, title, agency
name and agency address to

1.888.876.6711

pipelinesafety@kindermorgan.com.

CONTACT US

kindermorgan.com/pipelinesafety								
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